Absences: Carla (travelling)

Executive Board

President (Rob):

- Tropical Morning: We will start setting up for the event at 8am. Miguel has bought face painting kits, water balloon kits, airplanes, bubble machine, bubble blowers and giant bowling set. Given the extra budget available an extra plane and more bubble blowers will be bought.

  Thomas has confirmed that food from Classic Fare will be provided. In case of rain, equipment has to be plugged out. In case of thunderstorms event has to be cleared for 30 minutes.

- Fitness classes: MC will need to make decisions about fitness classes and someone will need to take the lead to contact and contract instructors. Camilo mentioned a resident wanted to have a more intense and “fitness” oriented class. Thomas suggested we could contact RecSports and have them offer demos from the classes they offer at the Villages.

Secretary (Felipe):

- Our next meeting is scheduled for August 3rd at Corry from 7-8pm.
- Camilo needs to send his bio and pic to be added to MC website.
Mayors

Diamond (Camilo):
- Gator Night: Starting Summer B you can only bring one guest into the event. This is troublesome for graduate students who wish to take their spouses and children.
- Diamond has received requests to have table tennis equipment available. Thomas will look into space available and type of table more suitable.
- Camilo wants to start a musical event/program in the form of a jam session/music classes. This could be done by renting instruments, which is a service available in music stores.